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Katherine Corri Harris (October 12, 1890 â€“ May 2, 1927) was an American socialite and golfer, who, as a
result of her marriage to John Barrymore, appeared in three silent films.. The daughter of Sidney and
Katharine Maude (nÄ—e Brady) Harris, she grew up in wealth and privilege and was a product of High
Society.She was the first wife of the actor John Barrymore, who was her first husband.
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Katherine Chancellor is a fictional character from the CBS Daytime soap opera, The Young and the Restless,
portrayed by Jeanne Cooper.Created and introduced by show creator, William J. Bell in November 1973;
Cooper's Katherine was introduced in an effort to increase the show's struggling ratings. When Bell's plan
proved successful, Cooper was signed to a contract.
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ABC renews Modern Family, A Million Little Things & more! Nominees, presenters, performers, the Official
Oscar Game & more! ABC is celebrating Valentine's Day 2019!
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Leo Szilard, the physicist who conceived the nuclear chain reaction, kept a small photo of a lost love. The
picture is wallet size. Its surface is cracked, and its edges are worn, as if it had been carried in a wallet.
A Physicistâ€™s Lost Love: Leo Szilard and Gerda Philipsborn
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